
Designed for Litigation Support
Expanded Features for Litigation Support

Litigation support performs the thankless task of 

shepherding terabytes of data from client to final 

production. This behind-the-scenes process is what 

lets attorneys and staff focus on practicing law without 

worrying about the details of handling data. 

DISCO recognizes the unique challenges that litigation 

support faces during complex matters. DISCO is designed 

to make these tasks a little easier (allowing you to at 

least take the occasional Saturday off).

Self Administration

Too frequently, SaaS based solutions promise 
self-service but end up requiring the vendor 
to execute many of the administration func-
tions. DISCO makes it easy for you to man-
age all aspects of the system, including users, 
tags, redaction reasons, and hit highlighting. 
You can also design review stages and deci-
sion panes, manage analytics and metrics, 
ingest data, and create productions to com-
plex specifications.

Automatic Search Index

Any search in DISCO can generate a search 
index populated with all the metadata of the 
search results, which can then be down-
loaded as an Excel spreadsheet. This feature 
puts a detailed report for any group of doc-
uments in DISCO at your fingertips, provid-
ing clarity and ease for any potential offline 
needs that require hard copy support, or sim-
ply for reference.



DISCO combines world-class engineering with a deep love 
and respect for the law to deliver the best legal technology. 
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As the leading provider of software as a service solutions developed by lawyers for 

lawyers, DISCO is reinventing legal technology to automate and simplify complex and error-

prone tasks that distract from practicing law. DISCO has been embraced by more than 400 

law firms, including 50 of the AmLaw 200, as their first choice for innovative technologies 

that help great lawyers and their teams secure justice and win cases.

Searchable Document History

From ingestion to production, documents have numerous touch 
points. Tags are applied, removed, then added again, while redac-
tions are made, changed, and removed in the same way. One docu-
ment alone can be difficult to keep tabs on, let alone an entire data 
set. DISCO’s Document History lets you track each step of a docu-
ment’s journey, allowing for visibility, defensibility, and quality control.

Workflow

Designed for the management and organization of large reviews, 
Workflow lets you easily create review stages and sources, design 
per-stage decision panes, and monitor review progress with metrics 
and visual drill downs. The metrics capabilities show review progress, 
completion estimates, and reviewer performance, complete with tag-
ging comparisons across teams.

Custom Loadfile Creation

Sometimes standard load file fields are not what is needed, or agreed 
to, in litigation. DISCO allows users to customize load files before 
downloading them. Virtually every metadata field on your data can 
be added to or removed from your load file, in a visual drag-and-drop 
manner. Metadata columns can also be modified, renamed, or reor-
dered to meet your individual needs.

Auto Privilege Log

The traditional method of manually creating privilege logs is a lengthy, 
difficult process, leaving room for human error. Shouldn’t there be 
a better way to create privilege logs? We thought so. Using DISCO’s 
Auto Privilege Log feature, you can generate an entire privilege in 
seconds. No more poring over document after document. One click 
and you’re done.


